Whatʼs new in CineBells v1.1?
- 8 New Patches!!
- Updated Tuning
- Better Volume Balancing
- Slight Playability Enhancements

The Concept
Here we present a focused, tidy collection of intimately-recorded, overdub ready,
pitched happiness. A sizable 10GB (at compressed NI NCW) collection of pitched bells,
dulcimers and keyboards specifically designed to construct tonal groove elements. For
years weʼve been subjected to typical cinematic grooves composed of various small
percussive elements; sticks, logs, shakers, claves, tambourines, finger cymbals, and
other unpitched toys - yet there was an obvious lack of pitched counterparts.
Partially inspired by the tasty tonal percussion overdub tracks on Radioheadʼs “No
Surprises” and Green Dayʼs “Wake Me Up When September Ends,” we set out to
produce a library which could easily camouflage itself in any track of any genre. Aside
from applying the production techniques of modern sampling, we had to take special
care taming these incredibly verbal instruments; especially the mallet keyboards as they
have the power to drown out an entire orchestra in a hall setting. Using a combination of
instrument treatments, mellow mallets, small pencil condensers and elite
Class-A outboard gear (Lexicon PCM 91, Avalon 2055 EQ, Waves L2 Hardware Limiter,
Manley Variable Mu), we were able to capture an incredibly usable mix. You will hear a
tremendously clean signal featuring perfectly smooth transients, transparent highs,
warm mids and tastefully rolled-off lows, with just enough ambience to prevent sterility.
Weʼve also included true mono; a single microphone (not a faked, stereo fold down) as
it would be used in 90% of these types of situations in the studio. We have captured an
authentic and familiar sound - that your client will hopefully feel rather than notice
outright when they hear your cues.

Within the library you will find many amazing sounds, but perhaps none more unique
then the Glocken-Celeste. A newly constructed instrument which appears identical to a
celeste on the outside but contains the inner workings of a high end glockenspiel. It has
a unique and incredibly magical sound never before sampled.
Also take note of “Jimʼs Piano” a perfectly imperfect 1800ʼs Steinway upright, which
through years of care has developed the most peculiar and interesting timbre. This
instrument has incredible character and life - completely capable of adding an atypical,
slightly ethnic version of the worldʼs most familiar update. If you notice the upper three
or four notes missing, it is because they werenʼt even standard on the instrument at the
time of its construction. This should give you a feeling of the age of the instrument.
Other standouts include the delightfully warm xylophone presented in a way you have
never heard and the standout Autoharp which can give you the transparent zither-like
overdub your tracks have been missing.

This is a library we have been meaning to record for quite a while. Each sound has the
capability to become a substantial contributor, a role player - capable of existing in a
track without drawing too much attention to itself, yet fulfilling its role of color. We
sincerely hope you enjoy this library.

The Interface
Effects
For your convenience weʼve included three effects to the front interface - EQ, Compression, and
Reverb. If youʼd like to tweak the sound of a particular patch you can adjust these settings or
map them to a continuous controller for real-time control. The Bypass is enabled by default on
the EQ and compressor.

Mix and Mono
By default the “Mix” samples will be loaded, which is a full mix based on a few different mics,
treated to sound great right out of the box. But if youʼd like, you can load up the mono samples
instead, to get down to the raw state of the recording and treat it yourself.

Humanization
This feature cycles randomly through different Round Robin samples at each velocity layer, to
create a more realistic representation of what itʼs like to play the instrument live. If it becomes
too random and unpredictable for your liking, you can turn the feature off, which will cause the
samples to be organized by ascending velocity, with no random Round Robins. This means a
midi note at a certain velocity will trigger the same sample every time.

Keyswitches
Certain instruments - detailed in the next section - have different articulation options that are
selectable via keywitches displayed in red at the far left side of the Keyboard display in Kontakt.
This can range from different mallet options to a separate way to play the instrument.

The Instruments
AutoHarp
Not actually a harp, this zither-like instrument has an ambiguous, sort of Renaissance feel that
can be used in a multitude of cinematic situations. This sampled autoharp has a 3.5 octave
range.

Belltree
For this instrument we sampled each individual chime and mapped them generally from lowest
to highest, on the white keys only. Rather than mapping the exact pitches chromatically, this will
allow you to play individual chimes to create a triangle-like effect, or to sweep your finger across
the keys to mimic the way the instrument would actually be played.

Dulcimer
If you look on Kontaktʼs keyboard display, youʼll see we have two keyswitches available for this
instrument, as well as two ranges of blue keys. The range in the left hand range includes fuller,
multi-string dulcimer samples, while the range
on the right hand side is a single-string sound.
The C keyswitch is enabled by default and is
for normally-attacked samples, while hitting the
C# will enable the tremolo attack samples.
Switch back and forth while playing to create
interesting, realistic phrases!

Glocken-Celeste
A Celeste by appearance, with the inner-workings of a Glockenspiel, this unique instrument will
be a great addition to your template. Unlike the Glock, this instrument has a 4+ octave range.
To our knowledge this is the first time this instrument has ever been sampled!

Jimʼs Piano
A chromatically sampled, very old Steinway piano with tremendous character, courtesy of our
friend Jim Venable.

Kalimba
A small thumb-struck instrument - it has a very interesting, ethnic tone and a medium range.

Singing Bowls
These bowls are struck by small mallets - we mapped them out
chromatically so they are playable, but normally youʼd only play
one at a time. This instrument has a keyswitch option that
enables a long, swirling effect achieved by moving the mallet
around in the bowl, causing it to resonate.

Slit Drum
We recorded the slit drum with three different mallets - soft, medium, and hard - that you can
switch between to get your desired sound. The softer mallets create a more muffled, old school
jungle tone, while the hard mallets bring out the wooden, clock-y sound thatʼs almost
reminiscent of a steel drum.

Toy Dulcimer
A smaller version of the dulcimer that weʼve sampled in a similar way. Use the left hand section
of the keyboard to play full, multi-stringed samples, and the right hand section for smaller,
single-string attacks. Use the C# keyswitch to switch to the tremolo attack articulations.

Toy Glock
A higher-pitched, childlike metal instrument that we mapped to the right side of the keyboard.
This instrument has about a 2.5 octave range.

Toy Piano
This is a very full-sounding, hammered keyboard instrument that can be used in a melodic
context to evoke a child playing, perhaps, but it can also be used as a more subtle pitched and
percussive effect in the background of your track.

Toy Xylophone
A small xylophone that has a light but round
metallic sound. We sampled this with hard and
soft mallets, that you can switch between using
the low C and C# keyswitches.

NEW INSTRUMENTS
We have added several new toys to the CineBells

arsenal. From specially designed Brass Wind Chimes to
a quirky Metal Music Box, many of these new instruments
will add several new textures to your pallet.

Guitar Bell Harmonics
Our new Guitar Bell Harmonics Patch, is a combination of
3 different guitars blended perfectly to create a unique
sound that can add a beautiful, slightly recognizable tone
to any melodic line. We added the use of the ModWheel
to add in a slight chorusing effect.

Halfman Piano
The Halfman Piano was created from a different upright
than Jim's piano and was recorded in the softest range
possible to give you a soft felt-like piano tone. Our
aesthetic was limited to only half of the piano to ensure
that this bell-tone was consistent throughout. At the same
time, we also decided to mute the strings of this piano on
the lower half to create a "Cage-Style" muted piano.

Wine Glasses
To round off the updates we included a full, two-octave
sampling of some California Central-Coast designer wine
glasses, these include dynamically morphed longs,
shorts, and "bell" hits.
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05 Bell Tree
06 Toy Glock
07 Toy Xylophone
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09 Toy Dulcimer
10 Dulcimer
11 Autoharp
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19 Kalimba
20 Slit Drum
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CineBells Specifications
•

20 patches of unique and useful instruments - 8 New Patches!

•

2 Mix Options (Stereo and Mono)

•

High-Quality Signal Chain:
- Lexicon PCM 91
- Avalon 2055 EQ
- Waves L2 Hardware Limiter
- Manley Variable Mu

•

11 GB - NCW Compressed

•

Multiple Dynamic Layers, Round Robin Articulations

•

Requires Full Version of Kontakt 4.2.4 or higher

•

Maximum 3GB of free RAM (for FULL LOAD of ALL 20 Patches)

•

Produced by Mike Barry, Mike Patti, and Dan Negovan; Programmed and Scripted by
Blake Robinson; engineered by Brian Dixon.

As always we share our revenue with our brilliant team of programmers, engineers, editors and
musicians.

